LILY

ADVANCEMENTS

New Skills
Speech Skills

Lining up
One of the striking
activities that
children with
autism often find
themselves drawn
to is lining up
objects. Lily rarely
ever lines things
up although she
does enjoy
gathering objects.
These
photographs
represent a rare
occasion where
she is interested in
lining up objects.

When it comes to speech
there is no area that Lily has
not improved in. She has been
attending a special school for
Apraxia & since she has
started has constantly learned
the patterns of the English
language. When she first
started she could hardly ask
for simple wants such as
sentences like, " I want music".
She learned the power of
language from such simple
sentences & now can comment
on the world around her and
not only ask for the things she
wants in front of her but
describe those things even
when they aren't and that's
priceless. She is speaking in
five word sentences and more.
She can also generalize
statements & repeat them in
appropriate situations so I

know when
she repeats some things it is
more than echolalia. Lily is
beginning to script some
things as she enjoys the
repetitive element of knowing
what comes next. But many
stories are ones she makes up
as she narrates typical 4 year
old pretend play. And those
are the sorts of things you
actually want to see.
Lily is doing well with her
speech sessions at school
although a recent walk
through around campus with
the director informed me she
could be doing much better
but didn't quite tell me which
elements I was missing to do
just that. A meeting next week
should give me more insight.
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Potty training continues to be our biggest goal when
it comes to self-help skills. We have been very careful not to
make the potty a negative object by forcing the issue at the
wrong time. We realize every child develops at their own pace
& I understand Lily's issues with planning & following
through with steps. With this in mind, we have created PECS
charts that are displayed in the bathroom & these allow her to
visually break down the steps so the process is already
planned for her. All she has to do is follow through. She sits
on the potty but not for long & I am unsure if it's the length
of time she is sitting or the failure to know her
somasensory sense that is preventing her from actually

Self-help skills are something
that we are behind in. Lily has a hard
time self-feeding. She can eat with utensils
(certain foods without having them fall
off the fork/spoon) but she just doesn't.
Mainly out of lack of coordination she
would prefer to eat with her hands.
This could also be related to dyspraxia.
So eating with utensils is a skill to be
worked on. Other self-help skills such
as getting dressed without help or
minimal help is another skill to be
Part of why Lily used to dislike
brushing her hair was tactile
sensitivity and the awful
anticipation of not knowing when her
hair would be brushed next. Lily has a
offending sense towards anticipation.
She is doing better with that now but it
used to be a problem. We can talk
about that later in Regulation. Once
I paired counting to ten, which had a
clear beginning & end to it, it took
away the feeling of anticipation & Lily
feared her hair being brushed less. She
is still awkward when it comes to
brushing & dislikes ribbons or
headbands in her hair at all times but
she allows her hair to be brushed and
accepts things like crowns (costume
toys) and hats for outings and play
time. It might be the pulling sensation

Occupational therapy
Life Skills
Potty time Continued..
Next we are implementing a timer which will sound every
30 mins. Or less. We will regularly use the facilities during
this time & incorporate a timer for use while sitting also. The
biggest question mark lies in the item of desire that will keep
Lily sitting still long enough to do such a thing. There is
nothing that Lily can sit still for for too long a period of time.
I'm learning this as I write.

mastered. Lily can put on her
own pants & take them off although
putting them on might take some
time & maneuvering must be
minimal. Lily cannot take her shirt
off without assistance or put one on
without assistance although she helps
& makes effort. Putting on shoes is
another task. If the show is adapted
for her she can put it on. We have a
pair of crocs that slip on & Lily has
no trouble with the proper
of hair tied up that she dislikes versus
the brushing. In a tactile sense Lily
recently picked up a Wiliburger
Protocol brush & used it for the first
time as it should be used. She brushed
her arms with it after she watched me
demonstrate. We tried it a year back
to no interest. Now she's interested. I
leave the brushes around to be noticed
and she picks them up when she sees
them & sometimes surprises me.
Quite often if you put to much
pressure on a new idea she loses
interest. So we carefully plant the idea
for her to discover which she always
does.
Lily is still not fond of brushing her
teeth but she follows through with the
steps it takes to do so albeit not as
accurate as I'd like. We have special
toothbrushes that help make brushing

orientation of the shoes. It requires
little effort to slip the shoes on so she
succeeds. If you choose a tennis shoe
with Velcro straps however, there are
too many steps involved & she fails at
her attempts without assistance.
Getting her shoes off challenge her
also. She fails to follow through with
certain steps it takes to make it easier
to get off. It is sequencing &
coordination that work against her.

more complete but she prefers the
ordinary shape of a regular brush so
we have much to work on. Toothpaste
is an option now. She allows the flavor
in the brush where she used to only
allow water. But that really comes &
goes.
Apraxia had had an effect on
Lily's ability to do basic things such as
blow your nose. For whatever reason that
is has to do with sequencing, Lily has a
difficult time deciphering how to blow
air from her nose instead of her
mouth. During our last cold we all
had this was apparent as she struggled
with mucus because she was unable to
expel it from her nose by blowing it.
What was more heartbreaking was
that she seemed to understand she
couldn't and we could with little effort.
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Large Motor
Movements

Newer Skills:
Drinking from an open cup

Motor planning &
Sequencing, Ideation &
Execution
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Lily is learning to
gracefully move her
body through space.
And she does. We have
a wide array of
occupational therapy
equipment at the house
that we use. Most
recently Lily learned to
climb the rock wall using
arms & legs to push &
pull herself to the top.
And just today on our
tire tube swing Lily
learned to mount it &
straddle it while
holding on tight with
her arms while
swinging. Lily has a
new sense of
proprioceptive
awareness and it
welcomes her to do
new things without
hesitation. Lily is
climbing most
everything. She has
mastered her playhouse
outside, going up the
ladder and navigating to
and down the slide. She
can also climb up the
rock wall now. Lily is
riding a wind rider
swing which simulates a
hot dog swing with
handles outside on her
swingset in addition to
a standard seated swing

which she can now sit
on but needs practicing.
We have a standard
swing seat & we will be
working with these skills
soon. Lily is showing
interest in the trapeze
bars now that she is
using more upper body
strength. She doesn't
hang with her full
weight yet. Lily has
mastered a scooter
board in both the
sitting position, which
was first, and now lying
on her tummy too. She
swings on a canvas
swing like you would on
a standard swing & is
getting better balance
on her hotdog swing
too. Lily spends time in
her secluded purple
people eater at night
only long enough to
hear a song before she
pops out for bed time
which we will also
discuss in a seperate
section. The platform
swings will be used
more often now that we
will be focusing on
more hand & eye
coordination activities.
Lily can move her body
through tunnels and is
no longer afraid to get

Ability to motor plan equipment
Rock wall

into an enclosed space
like a honeycomb ball
because she can motor
plan herself out of it.
I'm learning that much
of what I read as fear in
the beginning when
Lily was presented with
new situations was
really caution. She was
careful not to put
herself in a situation
she could not get out of.
This is basic & ordinary
survival that is innate
within us. We forget
with age but it's a great
skill that Lily has that
we might overlook as a
weakness is actually a
strength most of us
have lost.
Lily is getting better
at throwing, kicking,
rolling, and catching a
ball. We use a variety
of balls but so far Slo
Mo balls are the easiest
to catch as well as
tactile knobby balls.
Lily is able to blow
a variety of whistles
now & although this
has much to do with
speech & oral mouth
skills, motor planning is
also involved. Lily is still
able to blow bubbles.

Tire tube swinging
Ladders mastered
Swinging on a standard swing
emerging
Hotdog swing mastering
Swimming emerging since scooter
was mastered
Trapeze bar emerging
Tunnels & enclosed spaces mastered
Handwriting emerging as bilateral
coordination holding paper

Other notable accomplishments
Lily is mounting and pedaling by self, a trike &
beginning a training wheel bike.
Lily holds on better to everything now that her
upper body is being used in play & is
strengthening.
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Fine Motor Skills
Self-help, activities, & handwriting
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Dressing, self-help, handwriting, puzzles, turning knobs, opening...

Fine motor skills are something
Lily has always struggled with from
the beginning. That combined with
sequencing problems made play
nearly impossible for Lily unless it
was tactile. Sometimes I'm sure that
is why she was drawn to textures such
as sand & grass in the beginning. The
visual and tactile pleasure was more
interesting because motor planning
was not even an option at that time.
Connect 4 used to be a problem. Lily
had poor proprioception to turn that
disk in the proper direction to get it
in the slot. Some distance was always
wrong or angle & she just couldn't
get it in. We got an extra large
version which helped but only with
practice & determination did Lily get
better at it. We transferred it to the
smaller version and still rotate the
two. Later we would see similarities
with objects such as markers & Lily's
inability to easily remove a cap from

a marker a put it back on. Her
proprioceptive sense was confused &
the orientation of the object was
confusing to her. Again, practice.
With practice Lily can now
accomplish markers & their tops. She
is also hand writing. She is using
hand over hand assistance from both
her speech therapist & myself.
Recently, Lily showed off her
following instructions skills & her
ability to understand & draw a line
from one object to the next on a
worksheet we were doing after I gave
instruction. She did so without any
prompts. Handwriting has been a
major accomplishment. It is not
independent but she used to never
accept help so I'm thrilled. It means
she wants to learn. She is drawing
lines horizontal & vertical & circles
and dots independently &
coloring without help.
Lily can string beads now

also. She actually enjoys it although
she hasn't worked on it recently we
need to start that activity again. Lily
has practiced with scissors although
she gets too excited before she can
make a cut right now. We are
working in it with repetition. Lily is
doing great with her pencil grip & is
working with all mediums including
pencils with grippers. It isn't
automatic yet.
Lily has been steadily advancing
when it comes to opening different
types of doorknobs & latches and has
learned the art of turning recently
with our bathtub knobs which will
transfer into opening bottles which
she has been unable to do. They are
basic, round knobs and act exactly
like a water bottle cap. We will see
what the near future holds.

New fine motor skills:
Handwriting improvement
Stringing
Turning knobs
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Behavior & Self-regulation
Changes & things to keep an
eye on
Lily used to have major problems with self-regulation.
Her issues were to the extent that her body would violently
vomit without control to the extent that it left blood blisters
on her face behind. When Lily was an infant it was worse.
When Lily grew older it seemed worse only because we
knew where it was coming from, autism. The more I read
about self-regulation the more I learned that if was
something that would change with Lily throughout life as it
has & now Lily self-regulates herself quite well at 4. There
are very few times where Lily has had actual meltdowns.
All of those meltdowns with the exception of those at
therapy were due to transitioning from one activity to
another and I could count them. Three max. They were
all during the same time of day & all after she was without
a nap & hot & exhausted from being outside in the summer
heat. The last meltdown was at her new speech therapy
facility & it was more fight or flight from being in an
unfamiliar situation.
Lily has little problems with anger management
although she does hit every now & then but so far only her
therapists in a moment of awkwardness where they are
asking her to do something she would rather not. This
again is rare. It's a certain recipe that provides it happen.
Lily pulls at her sisters hair when her sister teases her
with a toy as any sister would. This is typical for sisters.
As far as behaviors that are ASD related or Sensory
related there is rocking. Lily has rocked since infancy but she
stopped for a period of time or at least slowed down
drastically. Thus was during a time where she used more
vestibular equipment such as swinging on swings instead of
passively sitting still. For a period of time Lily has been
swinging less which leads me to believe she is compensating
for the lack of vestibular information she is receiving & she
is transferring it to rocking. This is usually to music. We
redirect as necessary allowing a certain time for her release
to take place but not too long so that its compulsive
behavior. A swing is taken out or a proprioceptive device
like her inflatable peapod which offers squeezing input and
rocking also.
Other behaviors to make note of are sleep
problems. Lily has taken to falling asleep on the sofa
ever since the cold we had months ago. After we were well
she went to bed as usual for a short time. Then it stopped.
She decided she would rather fall asleep on the sofa
instead. A pattern emerged. This has turned into the

biggest delimma yet & I'm not sure how to go about solving
this one. I know an option is to turn over the sofa & make it
unavailable. I've already changed the furniture & the
placement of the room the sofa is in. I don't want to force
compliance. I've tried being firm and pretending to be
asleep etc. to no avail. She is simply terrified when the
times comes. I have narrowed it down to a habitual pattern
she has a problem breaking (like OCD) or fear of the dark-shadows in particular. We have tried every fancy nightlight
& star show there is. Even disco lights. No. She wants the
familiar resonance of the sofa. We brought in a tv thinking
it was just that. It lured her in a few nights. The past two
nights she has reverted back to square one. Plan B is in
effect. I will try the tv again & a new light show before
taking out the PECS & presenting visuals throughout the
day. With consistency she might understand the pattern of
events.
Rocking & stimming behaviors like handflapping are a
concern but behavior is communication so I'm not as
worried as I am interested in what she is lacking that her
body feels obligated to react as it does. Because she has
been lacking in vestibular & we have been focused more on
speech & pre k studies we have been doing less obstacle
courses & movement games. I'll have to be sure to
incorporate movement into more daily activities. I have to
remember that movement is what helps to organize.
I am not as concerned about meltdowns as I used to be
although we are approaching a new year and there will be
new obstacles to overcome. I feel like Lily is beginning to
understand how to regulate herself at least in modest
situations.
Lily has been getting car sick the past few weeks. She
used to throw quite often in the car as an infant but not as a
4 year old. This is new. I'll keep an eye on it & if it
continues I'll add objects under the feet & see if that helps.
I'm not sure if it's stomach, sinuses (drip) or just plain car
sickness. For a child who uses so much vestibular
equipment it surprises me.
Lily's speech school has requested or advised that I step
out of therapy sessions to get Lily used to the idea of
school. With this new transition there might be issues with
regulation although with the combination of her new
autism service dog, she shouldn't have too hard a time
bouncing back.
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Therapy Connection
At clinics & at home
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Speech & OT/Sensory Integration

Lily continues speech therapy centered around the
Association Method for Apraxia & Occupational
Therapy with a sensory integration technique. She
attends OT every other week and we are looking to increase
this amount soon as insurance allows. Her sessions are an
hour long. She attends her speech school twice a week for
hour and half long sessions. She travels 45 minutes/hour to
OT one way and 2 hours to her speech in the other
direction. The days she goes to therapy are long ones
because of the driving. It is the closest we can find quality
therapy.
Lily has a general pediatrician and geneticist that
oversees her medical life. And we are looking into finding a
homeopathic doctor also who understands the biology of
the human body and how it reacts to the environment
around it and the things that it consumes. This covers all of
the areas that Lily has her individual differences.
At home we continue the same therapies as best we can.
We have a home gym set up so that Lily can enjoy vestibular
activities complete with platform swings, trapeze bars,
standard swings, a hotdog swing & a ballpit. Pads line the
floor so she can 'crash' and receive the proprioceptive input
she craves. Slides and ladders are present to strengthen skills
like climbing & upper body strength. Tunnels are available
to crawl through & scooters to ride on. Therapy balls line
the walls and fine motor activities are always present.
Pretend play areas are crafted in areas that are natural to
their environment such as kitchenettes for cooking in the
kitchen so the actions can be imitated while they are
happening. Most everything can be broken down to a
traditional home environment with the exception of the
gym padding.
We continue with the Association Method at home and
combine it with other forms of speech therapy with
materials from the Kaufman Method. Lily enjoys reading
her cards and looks forward to flipping through the pages of
the Kaufman workbook which covers the material in the
cards she studies but is put together in a reading format to
practice sentences.
We set aside a special time of day for 'school time' where
the girls sit at the table & do worksheets & we read stories &
answer questions about them. Lily also sits in the cube chair
which has a removable desktop. This is a type of chair she
would never sit in before. Trust has allowed her to sit longer
in knowing I will remove the desktop the moment she asks
because her words mean business.

She is sitting still for longer periods of time as she
looks forward to doing her work and receiving stickers for
it, an object she used to run from because it was sticky,
and get frustrated at because she couldn't stick it just so.
She has mastered the art of stickers now & that must feel
good.
We are also using music therapy in the form of a
program called Integrated Listening Systems which has
had a positive effect on Lily. She used to never wear
anything on her head at all for tactile sensitivity reasons
I'm sure. After practice & coaxing Lily started wearing
the headphones. She loves music so it was a great
motivator. We have not been traditionally following the
program but using it as supplement to do fine motor
activities & for lengthening attention span without
interruption of getting up frequently to regroup.
Additionally, we are planning to try music therapy which
has just become available to us coupled with OT.
We are preparing for school in the future & have
started working on Common Core principles but focus
mostly on pre-k workbooks right now as they are age
appropriate. We do identify stories as does the common
core attempting to allow the children opportunity to
describe stories & understand the thought process it takes
to write a story because we make up our own verbally.
Both children are learning that the spoken word can be
written language as well. I am looking forward to
teaching them everything I can to get them ready for
anything they want to be regardless of the school that
they will attend. Knowledge is power. It's the one thing
that you don't have to do in moderation. The more you
know the more the world opens up to you.
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Speech in depth
Phonemes/sounds

Learning words & drills
Writing skills/typing

Matching Association
Learning to read

By Trenz Pruca

By Trenz Pruca

By Trenz Pruca

Lily started out the Association
method with learning only her
phonemes. Currently, Lily has
memorized & knows ___phonemes.
She practices these on flashcards & in
a special book which is written as she
learns each new sound so that she
can continue to practice those sounds
without forgetting what she's learned.

Phonemes learned are then placed
and formed into words which Lily can
read and blend because she recognizes
she sounds or phonemes. At this point
Lily is no longer memorizing whole
words but actually realizing their
spelling & phonetic meaning so she can
accomplish things such as typing out
her thoughts later on in life. Lily has
_____new words at this time.

After phonemes & words are
being learned pictures are introduced
to associate the word with the object
it represents. This puts together
language with objects to ideas and
incorporates the power of writing &
the connection is made that the
language that is being spoken can be
written as well. And that is
communication.
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New concerns & goals for speech therapy

After a parent/teacher conference it has been learned that Lily's major concerns are attention span & the need to be
self-caring and independent. Basic OT skills are concerned.
In the meeting it was agreed that I would begin leaving therapy at short time intervals to begin with & slowly work
our way up to longer periods of time eventually leaving the room. This will help prepare Lily for school & I can still learn
the method through the observation room.
They also (the school) agreed to consider certain vestibular equipment like a therapy ball with legs for vestibular input
as an alternative to climbing a table.
Unfortunately they will be cutting Lily's time short due to school regulations & instead of an hour & a half it will only
be 60 minutes. Hopefully no time is wasted with Lily's upset when I leave the room & it becomes a quick new normal.
We will additionally be trying more OT appointments when those are available, music therapy, we are receiving a
autism service dog for Lily next month. We will try a weighted vest & try some vestibular equipment in the classroom as
our Occupational therapist has offered to make suggestions on how to calm Lily for learning.
A psychologist was mentioned as a further option if any of the above are not sufficient. But Lily's Occupational
therapist mentioned that Lily might be the type of child/person that needs movement for organization. Her brain might
be wired like that. And we might have to teach her the way she can learn instead of expecting her to learn the way we
teach.
I am confident that Lily will do well. She already has amazed me. But this school doesn't measure Lily by how far
she's come. They look at how far she has to go. It is a long way. Their method is a long & drawn out one. We have little
time between now & when Lily becomes of school age to attend kindergarten. Our time is running out when it comes to
teaching her to speak before she is exchanged into a school system. Schools systems here do not teach the association
method. So therapy would stop by lack of time to drive the 4 hours to & from its location. So the method will be lost.
The only other option is to home school Lily. This is opposite of what I am trying to do by getting her to associate with
things & generalize the world. I would rather her be in a social environment because she loves the stimulation & people.
She is very social. I could homeschool, supplement with out-patient therapy as we are doing & continue with private OT
as well. But we would need to get involved with homeschooling moms or groups in the area & social play groups that
could involve both of my children as I know Maggie will enjoy a private or public school atmosphere but will also thrive
with her sister as well. We have little time to choose & the choices are confusing. I have great hope we will make the right
choices so that no time is wasted to learning mistakes but progress is made lightning fast so we have time to make time
worth the effort. It's been hard for me to understand more about the things that affect Lily. I can't imagine what it's been
like for Lily.
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Summary
A brief ending
Lily has made extreme progress. As far as OT is
concerned her therapist thinks she has progressed to a
beautiful rate. She is hitting her major goals although
unscrewing a cap is still a major goal that needs work.
The fact that she has recently started turning the
faucets on and off indicates her hand strength is
getting stronger it just takes generalizing that skill
now.
Lily is very vocal at OT as vestibular activities
help you to be, and she enjoys the interaction with
other children there with similar speech difficulties.
Even Lily's old speech therapist has listened in &
whipped around her head a few times in awe of what
Lily can communicate now. We are very proud.
Lily's speech school feels as though Lily is doing
well but she could be better. They blame this on
attention deficit. We are working on relieving this to
get better results. They consider her age level only
and where she should be at her age and have no
mercy on her condition, so it's a tough pill to swallow.

